REGIONAL NETWORK UPDATE
COVID-19
REGIONAL NETWORK UPDATE: GREATER ASIA
April 24, 2020,
North Asia
There are no updates for North Asia.
Southeast Asia
 Indonesia: All domestic and overseas passenger transportation by air, sea, land and railway has been
suspended effective date of this update through June 1 (article here). Cargo transportation is
permitted and there are no known operational impacts.
 Myanmar: There is an increase in safety mandates related to COVID-19 being untaken in Yangon and
neighboring provinces (article here). Factory inspections will be done progressively from Apr 20
through May 15, and will be allowed to reopen after they pass the inspections. We will continue to
monitor the situation and work directly with any potentially impacted customer(s).
 Malaysia: The local government has extended the “movement control order” until May 12. Employees
continue to work from home and there are no known operational impacts.
 Philippines: The “enhanced community quarantine” has been extended through May 15 in Metro
Manila, and 17 other provinces in Luzon (see our previous Customer Advisory outlining the measures).
We will continue to monitor the situation and update as necessary.
 Vietnam: The social distancing measures in “high-risk” localities have been eased to “at-risk” localities
effective April 23, and some businesses have been allowed to operate with strict guidelines from local
authorities (last updated here). All factories, ports and CFS facilities remain operational.
South Asia
 Bangladesh: The local government has extended the ongoing general holiday through May 5.
Employees continue to work from home. The National Board of Revenue has resumed full scale
customs operations at Chittagong port to ease congestion. All import-laden containers from
Chittagong port have to be transferred and delivered to private ICDs effective April 24 through Jun 30
(article here). Please refer to Operations Status Matrix here for more information.
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Please refer to the COVID-19 Operational Status Matrix here for most recent detailed regional updates.
Global cases can be tracked by accessing this live map created by Johns Hopkins University.
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